We present new methods of query expansion using terms that form lexical cohesive links between the contexts of distinct query terms in documents (i.e., words surrounding the query terms in text). The link-forming terms (link-terms) and short snippets of text surrounding them are evaluated in both interactive and automatic query expansion (QE). We explore the effectiveness of snippets in providing context in interactive query expansion, compare query expansion from snippets vs. whole documents, and query expansion following snippet selection vs. full document relevance judgements. The evaluation, conducted on the HARD track data of TREC 2005, suggests that there are considerable advantages in using link-terms and their surrounding short text snippets in QE compared to terms selected from full-texts of documents.
Introduction
Lexical cohesion is a characteristic of text, which is achieved through semantic connectedness between words, and expresses continuity between the parts of text (Halliday & Hasan, 1976) . Segments of text which are about the same or similar subjects have higher lexical cohesion, i.e., share a larger number of semantically related or repeating words, than unrelated segments. The strength of lexical cohesion between two query terms can be useful in determining whether query terms are used in related contexts.
An earlier study by Robertson (2005, 2006) compared sets of relevant and non-relevant documents, demonstrating that on average distinct query terms tend to be more lexically cohesive in relevant documents than non-relevant documents. Lexical cohesion between two segments of text, such as sentences or fixed-size windows around query term occurrences, can be estimated based on how many identical or semantically related words they have in common. Arguably, if distinct query terms in a document occur in contexts that have few semantically related words in common, it is likely that they refer to something other than the query topic. By contrast, distinct query terms, whose contexts have many semantically related words in common, are more likely to be related to the user's information need, even though they may be separated by long distances in the text.
In this study we investigate whether words that form lexical (cohesive) links between the contexts of query term instances in a document are also good query expansion (QE) terms. In the present study a lexical link is defined as a relationship between two instances of the same word in the contexts (defined as fixed-size windows) of distinct query terms in a document. The link-forming words (link-terms) and surrounding terms (snippets) are then evaluated for their usefulness in both interactive and automatic QE.
The goal of this study is twofold. The first is to evaluate link-terms and terms in close proximity to them as QE terms by comparing their effectiveness against a well-known benchmark QE method in both interactive and automatic query expansion scenarios. The second is to evaluate in an interactive setting the effect of showing the query expansion terms with and without the surrounding context to the user. We also investigate whether extracting QE terms from one-line text snippets selected by the users is better than extracting QE terms from the whole documents that they represent. Lastly, we look at how query expansion following snippet-level relevance judgements compares to full document-level relevance judgements.
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we give an overview of previous work on query expansion following relevance feedback, and briefly present the method of estimating lexical cohesion between query terms in documents, which is described in detail in ; Section 3 describes the experiments and evaluation results; Section 4 concludes the paper.
Related work

Query expansion following relevance and blind feedback
Query expansion following relevance feedback has received significant attention in IR research in the past 30 years. Relevance feedback (RF) is a mechanism by which the system, having retrieved some information items in response to the user's query, asks the user to assess their relevance to his/her information need. Such information items are typically documents, which are shown to the user in some surrogate form, for example, as document titles, abstracts, snippets of text, query-biased or general summaries, keywords and key-phrases. The user may also have an option to see the whole document before making the relevance judgement. After the user has selected some documents as relevant, query expansion terms are extracted from them and either added to the query automatically, or shown to the user for further selection. The former process is known as automatic query expansion (AQE), while the latter as interactive query expansion (IQE). The expanded query is then used to retrieve a new ranked set of documents.
While relevance feedback has been demonstrated to yield substantial and consistent gains in performance in experimental settings (Spärck Jones, Walker, & Robertson, 2000) , its uptake in real-world applications, in particular Web search, has been limited. This is due in part to technological limitations, e.g., the need to maintain session continuity, and partly to the fact that users seem to be used to manually reformulating queries. A related approach to RF is to use a number of top-ranked documents in the initially retrieved set for query expansion, without asking the user to assess their relevance. This approach, known as pseudo-relevance or blind feedback (BF), has been demonstrated to be less robust in performance than relevance feedback, especially on large collections. A study by Billerbeck and Zobel (2004) reports that on TREC-9 10Gb Web track corpus their implementation of Okapi blind feedback method improves less than a third of topics. They also conclude that the best values for such BF parameters as the number of documents and terms used for QE vary widely among topics, which prompted a new line of research towards query-specific setting of such parameters.
While there is clearly a scope for improvement in blind feedback, the process of relevance feedback also needs further attention to make it more attractive and less time-consuming for the user. Indeed, most of the benefits of RF reported in the literature have been observed in the conditions where the user judges relevance of a document, having read its entire text or human-written abstracts (e.g., Beaulieu & Jones, 1998) . Although this is the most reliable way for the user to determine a document's relevance, it is a timeconsuming process that few users are willing to pursue. Surrogate document representations shown in the retrieved list, such as titles and URLs, are meant to help user quickly determine which documents are worth reading. Arguably, such representations are not very informative, and some research has focused on how to build representations that more accurately reflect the document contents and maximize user's chances to visit relevant documents.
For example, Tombros and Sanderson (1998) evaluated the effectiveness of query-biased summaries as document representations. White, Jose, and Ruthven (2005) describe an approach, whereby the most salient and query-related sentences are extracted from the retrieved document, then ranked and presented to the user independently of the documents they originate from. They compare sentence-based representations with traditional representations of the title and URL, and find that users interact more with the sentence-based representations. A study by evaluated one-sentence document representations in terms of how much they help users select relevant documents. The experiment, conducted as part of the HARD (High Accuracy Retrieval from Documents) track evaluation in TREC 2003, consisted of showing users one-sentence representations of documents, and asking them to select those that they find relevant. No other document-specific information (such as title) was shown. The same users, who selected sentences, later judged the whole documents for relevance. Sentences shown to the users were selected on the basis of the number of query terms they contain and the informativeness (calculated using tf.idf) of other terms they have. The results showed that users selected relevant documents based on their one-sentence representations with the average precision of 73% and average recall of 69%.
As well as acting as document surrogates, such representations can also be a better source of query expansion terms than complete documents. A long and multi-topic document, only a part of which is relevant to the query, can potentially yield some unrelated QE terms that can hurt performance. A study by Lam-Adesina and Jones (2001) evaluated the usefulness of both query-biased and general document summaries in query expansion following blind feedback, reporting substantial improvements over the document-based QE using RSV, a well-known QE selection method.
In this study we use the concept of lexical cohesion to develop new methods of selecting query expansion terms. We evaluate whether words that form lexical cohesion between the contexts of query terms in a document are good QE terms, and whether segments of text surrounding such words are effective in the interactive setting for eliciting relevance feedback from the user.
Lexical cohesion between query terms in a document
The query expansion methods presented in this paper rely on the method of calculating lexical cohesion between query terms' contexts in a document introduced in . Below we briefly describe the method.
The main goal of this method is to rank documents by taking into consideration how cohesive the contextual environments of distinct query terms are in each document. The assumption is that if there is a high degree of lexical cohesion between the contexts of distinct query terms in a document, they are likely to be topically related, and there is a greater chance that this document is relevant to the user's query. The ranking method combines the BM25 document matching score (Robertson, Walker, Jones, Hankock-Beaulieu, & Gatford, 1995) with the lexical cohesion based score, as described in more detail later in this section.
Lexical cohesion between query terms' contexts in a document is calculated by counting the number of lexical links between them. The context of a query term in a document is defined as a set of stemmed non-stop terms extracted from fixed-sized windows around each occurrence of the query term in the document. In different window sizes were tested, and window size of 20 (10 words on either side of the query term instance) was found to be optimal, and is used in the present study. A lexical link is a relationship between two instances of the same lexeme (simple lexical repetition), its morphological derivatives (complex lexical repetition) or semantically related words (such as hyponyms, synonyms, meronyms, etc.). In simple lexical repetition alone performed as well as the use of repetition plus semantically related words (determined using WordNet), therefore in this work we only use simple lexical repetition for identifying lexical links. Fig. 1 demonstrates lexical links between the contexts of two distinct query terms x and y in a document. The left column contains all non-stop terms in the fixed-size windows surrounding all occurrences of the query term x in the document, and the right column contains all non-stop terms in the fixed-size windows surrounding all occurrences of the query term y. The lines between instances of the same term in the figure represent lexical links. In this example there are altogether 6 links. If there are more than two distinct query terms in a document, a comparison of each pair is done. The number of links are recorded for each pair, and summed up to find the total number of lexical links in the document. A more detailed account of this method is given in .
For each document a lexical cohesion score (LCS) is calculated as follows:
where L is the total number of lexical links between all pairs of distinct query terms in a document; V -the total number of non-stop terms in the contexts of all query terms in a document. For document ranking, the following simple linear function which combines the BM25 document matching score (Robertson et al., 1995) and the lexical cohesion score is proposed , where x is a tuning constant and MS is the BM25 matching score:
In the following values of x were tested: 0. 25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 30 , with x = 8 showing the best performance, and statistically significant improvement over BM25 in P@10 (Precision at 10 documents).
In the following section we describe the experiments conducted to evaluate the use of link-forming words (link-terms) and words in the snippets surrounding them (snippet-terms) in both interactive and automatic query expansion scenarios.
Experiments
Dataset and evaluation methodology
The High Accuracy Retrieval from Documents (HARD) track of TREC 2005 (Allan, 2005) was used as the evaluation platform in this study. Unlike the traditional TREC ad hoc search scenario, the HARD track evaluation scenario includes a one-time interaction with the user.
In HARD 2005, 50 topics from the previous years' ''Robust'' track of TREC were used. Topics were defined in the standard TREC fashion, consisting of the Title (few words describing the information need), Description (a one-sentence brief description of the information need) and Narrative (a one-paragraph detailed description of the information need, and, sometimes, the motivation for the need and the relevance criteria) sections. Topics used in the Robust track are known to be more complex and difficult to satisfy than topics in the ad hoc track, and the reason for their use in HARD was to evaluate whether the retrieval performance of such complex queries can benefit from limited interaction with the user.
Six assessors (users) were invited by NIST, and each was allocated 8-9 of the 50 topics. The participants performed baseline runs, for which they were free to use any section(s) of the topics and any IR methods and systems. The participants were also given an opportunity to engage in a single asynchronous interaction with the users by means of clarification forms. Having received the topics (queries), the participants were free to use clarification forms in any way they liked to elicit useful information from the users in order to improve the search results. The clarification forms had to be viewed by the user via a Web browser, but were not limited in size and the number of pages, and were free to contain any components (e.g., html forms, images, scripts, etc.). The only limitations were that the user had to spend no more than 3 min on each form, and the form could not use any resources or files outside the user's machine. The most common use of clarification forms by HARD participants was to elicit relevance feedback, whereby users were asked to select terms, phrases and text segments. Some also asked users to enter additional keywords or to answer a fixed set of questions. Each participant could submit no more than 3 clarification forms per topic. The order in which clarification forms from different participants were shown to the users was rotated.
When the participants received the users' responses to the clarification forms, they were free to use them in any manner to improve their final runs. As in the traditional ad hoc track scenario, participants were required to submit 1000 top-ranked documents for each run. Document pooling and judgement were also done according to the standard TREC procedure: the top 55 documents from one baseline (pre-interaction) run and one final (post-interaction) run submitted by each participant were pooled and given to the users for evaluation. For each topic, the user who judged the documents was the same person who provided responses to the clarification forms. There was a time gap of several weeks between the stages where the users responded to clarification forms and judged documents. Unlike the ad hoc track, where document judgement was binary (1 -relevant, 0 -non-relevant), in HARD 2005, documents were judged as follows: 2 -highly relevant, 1 -relevant and 0 -non-relevant. Since it is not clear what criteria were used for judging a document as either 1, or 2, in the evaluations reported in this paper we do not differentiate between them, i.e., consider all documents judged 1 or 2 as relevant.
The method against which the developed QE methods are compared in this paper is the Offer Weight (OW) -a well-established method of query expansion term selection (Robertson, 1990; Spärck Jones et al., 2000) . According to this method, all non-stop terms are extracted from the full-texts of the known relevant documents and ranked by the Offer Weight, calculated as follows:
where r is the number of relevant documents containing the candidate QE term; RW is the term relevance weight calculated as follows:
where N is the total number of documents in the corpus; n -number of documents containing the term; Rnumber of known relevant documents in the corpus; r -number of relevant documents containing the term. After the candidate QE terms are ranked by OW, a fixed number of top-ranked terms is added to the original query and used in the search.
In the following section we describe in detail the proposed query expansion (QE) methods, which rely on the lexical link structure in documents. The methods were evaluated in the interactive search scenario of HARD track, using the feedback provided by the users by means of clarification forms (Section 3.3). In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we also describe batch-mode evaluations conducted following TREC 2005, in which we used HARD 2005 relevance judgements.
Query expansion term selection and clarification forms construction
To construct clarification forms, a baseline run (henceforth referred to as the ''Unexpanded'' run) was performed. The top 1000 documents per topic retrieved 1 by terms from the Title section of the HARD track topics, using Okapi BM25 (Robertson et al., 1995) , were re-ranked using Eq. (2) above with the tuning constant x = 8, since that showed the best performance on other corpora .
2
All link-terms (words forming links by simple lexical repetition between the contexts of any two distinct query terms) were extracted from each of the top 25 documents retrieved in the ''Unexpanded'' run for each topic. They were ranked by their inverse document frequency (idf), and the two top-ranked link-terms per document were selected for inclusion in the HARD clarification form. Next to each term was checkbox for the user to click if she selected that term for query expansion. The user was given simple instructions in each clarification form: ''Select the terms that you consider relevant to the topic.'' This form is henceforth referred to as ''terms out of context'' clarification form.
To evaluate the role of context, a second clarification form (''terms in context'') was generated which contained the same link-terms as in the previous form, but this time in the context of short one-line snippets. A snippet was defined as consisting of 3 non-stopwords on either side of the link-term. The above number of words was chosen because we were interested in evaluating the effectiveness of very short contexts on QE. The detailed snippet-selection algorithm is as follows:
Find all link-terms in the document Rank them by idf For each of the two top-ranked link-terms in the document A Find all their instances For each instance Identify a snippet around the instance that contains 3 non-stopwords before and after it in text. End For Rank all snippets for each link-term by the average idf of their constituent non-stopwords. Include the top-ranked snippet into the clarification form.
End For End For
The link-terms shown in the clarification form in the context of surrounding terms (snippet-terms) were presented in bold font, and a checkbox was placed next to each snippet. Users were given instructions that by clicking on the checkbox, they selected only the highlighted link-term, but if they thought other terms from the snippets might be useful they could copy and paste them into the textbox at the bottom of the clarification form.
3 The text of the instructions was: ''Terms suggested for query expansion are shown in bold in the context of surrounding terms (snippets). Select as many of the suggested terms as you like by clicking on the checkbox next to each snippet. You may also copy & paste any other word from the snippets into the textbox provided at the bottom of the window''.
In total, from 49 ''terms in context'' clarification forms 4 users selected 281 (on average 5.7 per topic) QE terms, and 419 (on average 8.6 per topic) from the same number of ''terms out of context'' forms. There was an overlap of 164 terms selected from both ''terms in context'' and ''terms out of context'' forms.
Query expansion based on clarification forms
In this section we investigate the usefulness of link-terms and short contexts surrounding them (snippets) in interactive query expansion. The following hypotheses were studied: Hypothesis 1. Link-terms selected by users for query expansion from clarification forms with or without context lead to significant performance improvements over the baseline run.
Hypothesis 2. Showing QE terms to the user in the context of short text snippets helps them select better terms than showing terms without context. Hypothesis 3. If the user assesses the usefulness of short snippets, better performance can be achieved when all terms are extracted from the user-selected snippets and used in QE, compared to the method whereby QE terms are selected using the Offer Weight from the complete documents whose snippets were selected by the user (Fig. 2) .
Hypothesis 4. If the user assesses the snippet as useful, and then judges the whole document as relevant, better performance can be achieved by using only the snippet in QE (Fig. 2) .
A stronger sub-hypothesis of Hypothesis 4 is Hypothesis 4.1. Query expansion using all terms from the user-selected snippets, regardless of whether the corresponding documents are judged relevant or not, can lead to better performance than QE from the fulltexts of documents judged relevant (Fig. 2) . All terms selected by the user from the ''terms out of context'' clarification form were added to the original query terms to create the expanded run Link-terms-noContext. Several runs were conducted based on the ''terms in context'' clarification form. In these runs either the link-terms (runs Link-terms-Context), or all snippet-terms (runs Snippets) are added to the original query to create the expanded query. BM25
5 with different values for the parameter R (number of known relevant documents) was used for the runs. We experimented with using all top 25 documents for QE term weighting (runs marked with ''R = 25'') and using only those documents for weighting, whose snippets were selected by the users (runs marked with ''R = SelectedDocs'').
The motivation for evaluating these two different weighting approaches comes from a study by LamAdesina and Jones (2001) , who demonstrated that extracting QE terms from a smaller set of top-ranked documents, and weighting them using a larger set of documents could lead to better results.
For comparison, several runs (prefixed with OW in Table 1 ) were conducted using the Offer Weight method (see Eqs. (3) and (4) above) of query expansion term selection (Robertson, 1990) . In these runs all non-stopwords were extracted from the documents whose snippets were selected by users, ranked by OW and the top n ranked terms were added to the original query. In runs marked with ''nQEterms'' in Table 1 , the same number of QE terms was used as in Snippets runs; in runs marked with ''25QEterms'' top-ranked 25 terms were used in QE.
User-selected link-terms from ''terms in context'' and ''terms out of context'' clarification forms led to statistically significant (t-test, P < 0.05) performance improvements over the baseline unexpanded run in all measures (except P@10 of Link-terms-noContext run) providing strong support for Hypothesis 1.
The Another important result is that selection of QE terms using the OW method from the whole documents, whose snippets were selected by users (run OW-nQEterms [R = 25]) has lower performance in all measures than the use of all terms from user-selected snippets (Snippets [R = 25] ). In particular, the P@10 of OW-nQEterms is 25.6% lower than that of Snippets. It also has lower performance in P@10 (by 7.2%) and R-Precision (by 4.6%) than the use of only link-terms taken from the user-selected snippets (Link-terms-Context [R = 25]). These results support Hypothesis 3, suggesting that in an interactive search scenario where the user indicates the relevance of the snippets extracted from documents, it is better to use only these representations for QE, rather than the whole documents. In all of the runs discussed so far, QE terms were weighted using all 25 top-ranked documents (runs marked with [R = 25] in Table 1 ). The weighting of query expansion terms using only the documents whose snippets were selected (runs marked with [R = SelectedDocs]) leads to somewhat inconsistent results: on the one hand, it shows improvement in P@10 of OW-nQEterms Interestingly, almost half of all user-selected snippets come from documents which were later judged by the same users as non-relevant. Altogether, users selected snippets from 224 documents, out of which 119 were later judged relevant, 102 were non-relevant and 3 were unjudged. It is interesting to see how query expansion following snippet selection compares to query expansion following full document relevance judgements. We replicated some of the runs in Table 1 , but this time using only those documents, whose snippets were selected by the user and whose full-texts were later judged relevant ( Table 2) .
Comparison of the runs Snippets [R = SelectedDocs] (Table 1) and Rel-Snippets [R = SelectedDocs] ( Table 2 ), indicates that using only the snippets from relevant documents improves P@10 by 6.7%, MAP by 3.5%, and slightly deteriorates R-Precision (by 0.5%). This suggests that user-selected snippets from non-relevant documents do not hurt performance much. On the other hand, runs using OW-selected terms from the whole documents show quite a different picture: compare OW-25QEterms [R = SelectedDocs] (Table 1) and Rel-OW25QEterms [R = SelectedDocs] ( Table 2) . Extraction of the QE terms from only the relevant documents boosts performance on all measures: MAP improves by 9.5%, P@10 improves by 21.7% and R-Precision improves by 6.9%.
In the traditional IR scenario, the relevance feedback process consists of two steps: in the first step the user sees the document surrogate and assesses its relevance, in the second step, she assesses the relevance of the corresponding complete document. Query expansion or reweighting is normally based on the full-texts of the seen documents. Given the above scenario, let us suppose that the user clicks on the snippets she finds useful to see the full-texts of the corresponding documents and judge their relevance. We hypothesise (Hypothesis 4) that if the user assesses the snippet as useful, and then judges the whole document as relevant, better performance can be achieved by using only the snippet rather than the whole document in QE. Comparison of the best runs in Table 2 Rel-Snippets [R = 25] and Rel-OW-25QEterms [R = SelectedDocs] supports this hypothesis. 6 The MAP obtained by Rel-Snippets is 9.3% better than Rel-OW-25QEterms. Similarly, the former is better by 7.1% compared to the latter in R-Precision, however P@10 is almost the same in both runs. This is an interesting and somewhat surprising result. The improvement may be largely due to the users' skill in identifying good terms. To test whether the improvement can be attributed to term selection skills of users, or whether there is benefit in restricting the term selection to snippets, we have conducted Automatic Query Expansion experiments, which are reported in the next section.
To test Hypothesis 4.1 we compared the best run using only the selected snippets (Snippets [R = 25] in Table 1 ) and the best run using the full-text of the documents judged relevant (Rel-OW-25QEterms [R = SelectedDocs] in Table 2 ). The results indicate that better MAP and R-Precision are obtained when only snippets assessments are used in QE, providing some support for Hypothesis 4.1. P@10, however, benefits from selecting QE terms from full-documents by 6%.
To sum up the above, the following conclusions can be made:
Showing QE terms to the users in the context of short one-line snippets helps them select better terms than showing terms without context. In the interactive QE scenario, whereby the user sees and evaluates for usefulness short document representations (snippets), better performance is obtained when all QE terms are taken from these representations, rather than selected from the complete documents they represent. If the user is given an option to evaluate the relevance of the full document, whose snippet she found useful, its use in QE may not lead to higher performance. In our experiments QE terms selected from whole documents judged relevant led to poorer R-Precision and MAP, but higher P@10, than QE terms taken from the user-selected snippets.
The next two sections describe experiments conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of lexical links-based QE methods in batch mode using the HARD 2005 test collection. Two sets of experiments were conducted: (1) relevance feedback, where all known relevant documents in the top 25 retrieved documents were used for QE (Section 3.4), and (2) blind feedback, where all top 25 retrieved documents were used for QE (Section 3.5).
Query expansion using relevance feedback data
In this section, we describe experiments conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of link-terms and snippet-terms in automatic QE. The following hypothesis was formulated:
Hypothesis 5. Link-terms and/or snippet-terms extracted from known relevant documents lead to comparable or better performance in QE than terms extracted from whole documents.
In the experiments various combinations of the following parameters are used: number of link-terms per document used in selecting snippets; number of snippets per document used for extracting QE terms; size of the snippets; number of QE terms added to the original query.
All the conducted runs in this section were evaluated using the residual rank evaluation method. In this method those documents which are used for QE are removed from the ranked set of retrieved documents before evaluation to avoid the ranking effect, whereby documents from which QE terms are extracted are promoted to the top of the ranked list, thus artificially boosting precision. Residual rank results, therefore, show the effectiveness of the QE methods in retrieving new documents. We also report the results of retrospective evaluation that uses the complete document collection. All conducted retrospective and residual runs are reported in Table A3 in Appendix, and selected runs, which are discussed here, are presented in Table 3 . The benchmark, against which the effectiveness of the links-based QE methods is compared, is the OW QE term selection method from the full-texts of documents (Robertson, 1990) .
For the snippet-based runs query expansion terms are selected as follows:
Step 1: All link-terms in each document in the relevant set are ranked by idf; x top-ranked link-terms are then selected per document.
Step 2: Snippets of size 2w + 1 words (where w is the number of words on either side of the link-term) are identified for each link-term selected in Step 1, ranked by average idf of the terms in the snippet, and y top-ranked snippets are selected.
Step 3: All non-stop terms are extracted from the snippets selected in Step 2, ranked by OW, and top z used for QE.
Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix contain detailed descriptions of the runs. The results of the residual rank experiments (Table A3 in Appendix) show that the best P@10 is achieved by the run Snippet-2Col-allSnip25QEterms (size = 7), where terms from all snippets of the two top-ranked link-terms per document are extracted and ranked by OW, and then 25 top-ranked terms are used in QE. The P@10 of this run is about 4% higher than the best performing baseline run (OW_50QEterms, where 50 OW-ranked terms are extracted from the full-text of relevant documents). P@10 of this run is also higher by about 10% than the baseline OW run with the same number (25) of query terms (OW_25QEterms). The performance of the baseline and runs that use only link-terms (prefixed as LinkCols in Table A3 ) are also very similar in terms of MAP and R-Precision, but slightly lower in P@10 (Table A3) .
The above results indicate that there is some benefit in selecting QE terms from short text snippets (extracted from known relevant documents), rather than the full-texts of the relevant documents, providing some support for Hypothesis 5. The results in Table A3 demonstrate that link-terms and snippet-terms are useful QE terms, which indicates they are highly relevant to the query topic and capable of retrieving other relevant documents. The results suggest that practically there is no need to extract terms from parts of the relevant documents other than surrounding the link-terms; in fact there appears to be some benefit in selecting terms from snippets. The presented results show that effectiveness of link-based QE methods is comparable to and in some cases better than full-text based QE methods in terms of three standard measures of retrieval performance (P@10, MAP, and R-Precision), which is an indication of the relevance discrimination value of link-and snippet-terms. The results of the blind feedback experiments reported in the next section give further evidence that supports the conclusions drawn above.
Query expansion using blind feedback data
Experiments with query expansion following blind feedback were conducted in order to evaluate how the proposed QE techniques perform in the absence of relevance feedback information, which is the case with most real-world IR applications, specifically the Web search engines. As in the relevance feedback experiments reported in the previous section, the runs based on selecting QE terms from snippets were compared against the runs using QE terms from complete documents. The following hypothesis was formulated:
Hypothesis 6. Link-terms and/or snippet-terms extracted from top retrieved documents assumed to be relevant lead to comparable or better performance in QE than terms extracted from whole documents. For all the runs, top 25 documents retrieved by the baseline run Unexpanded were used. For blind feedback we used both retrospective and residual ranking evaluation methods. Blind feedback (BF) is perhaps a better approach for testing retrieval effectiveness in operational settings, where relevance feedback mechanism is usually not available. BF can be performed immediately following the baseline retrieval, so that the user sees only the result of the blind feedback run. For this reason, there is no need to control the ranking effect as in relevance feedback. We also report the results of the residual ranking evaluation for consistency with the analysis in the previous section on relevance feedback, and to have an understanding of how well the methods used in the experiments rank relevant documents other than in the top 25, which were used for QE. In the residual ranking evaluation the top 25 documents, which were used for BF, were removed from the results before evaluation.
Retrospective evaluation results (Table A4 , Appendix) suggest that some gains in performance can be achieved by extracting QE terms from snippets and/or link-terms as opposed to whole documents. In particular, the P@10 of the run LinkCols_25QEterms, which uses link-terms only in QE, is about 5.8% higher than P@10 of the run OW_25QEterms. The latter uses QE terms extracted from the whole documents. Smaller gains are obtained in other measures when QE terms are extracted from snippets or link-terms, instead of the whole documents. Larger gains are observed in residual rank results (Table A4 , Appendix). For instance, 19.2% improvement is achieved in P@10 when QE terms are selected from link-terms (LinkCols_25QEterms), instead of whole documents (OW_25QEterms). The results of these two runs are presented in Table 4 .
As the results in Table A4 demonstrate, the methods of selecting QE terms from link-terms or snippet-terms led to performance comparable to and in some runs higher than QE term selection from whole documents. The observed gains, although not statistically significant, provide some support for Hypothesis 6. The conclusion that can be drawn from these findings is that link-terms and snippet-terms in a document have strong semantic relatedness to the query, supporting the conclusion reached in the preceding section based on the relevance feedback experiments.
Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced new query expansion methods: instead of selecting query expansion terms from entire documents, we propose to select QE terms from only those terms that form lexical links between the contexts of distinct query terms (link-terms) or terms that surround the link-terms (snippet-terms). The proposed QE methods were evaluated in interactive and automatic query expansion scenarios in comparison to the selection of query expansion terms from the full-texts of documents.
The interactive query expansion experiments described investigated several aspects of relevance feedback: presentation of QE terms to the user in and out of the context of short text snippets; the use of only the terms from user-selected snippets vs. the use of all terms from their documents as candidates for QE; the value of eliciting document-level relevance judgements vs. only snippet-level relevance judgements.
The results indicate that link-terms selected by users from ''terms in context'' and ''terms out of context'' clarification forms lead to considerable performance improvements over the unexpanded run in all measures, providing strong support for Hypothesis 1. Showing terms in context leads to a substantially higher P@10 (but not MAP or R-Precision) than without context, providing some support for Hypothesis 2.
Selection of QE terms using the OW method from the whole documents, whose snippets were selected by users has lower performance in all measures than the use of all terms from user-selected snippets, supporting Hypothesis 3. This means that in the interactive IR scenario, where the user evaluates the usefulness of short document representations (snippets), better performance is obtained when QE terms are extracted from only these representations, rather than the complete documents they represent. Extracting QE terms from user-selected snippets, the whole documents of which were judged relevant, yields better performance (in MAP and R-Precision) in comparison to selecting from the full-texts of the relevant documents, providing support for Hypothesis 4. Comparison of the run using all selected snippets with the run using the full-texts of documents, whose snippets were selected, and which were judged relevant, demonstrates that better MAP and R-Precision are obtained when only snippet-level judgements are used, providing some support for Hypothesis 4.1.
We also evaluated the developed QE methods in automatic query expansion in relevance and blind feedback scenarios, comparing them to query expansion from the full-texts of documents. Overall, performance of link-terms and snippet-terms is very close to that of the QE terms extracted from the full-texts in the relevance feedback experiments. Some runs using snippet-terms show small gains in P@10, suggesting that there is some benefit in selecting QE terms from short text snippets extracted from known relevant documents rather than the full-texts of the relevant documents, thereby providing some support for Hypothesis 5. In blind feedback experiments, the use of link-terms and snippet-terms also leads to comparable performance to the QE terms extracted from the full-texts. Performance gains are observed for link-term based runs in P@10, providing some support for Hypothesis 6.
A study by has discovered that there exists a significant difference in the number of lexical links between distinct query terms in relevant and non-relevant document sets. Based on this finding, it was hypothesised that query terms in relevant documents tend to occur in related contexts more (i.e., have on average more lexical links) than non-relevant documents. Ranking experiments using link counts between distinct query terms' contexts reported in the above paper showed some improvements over the standard BM25 ranking (without relevance information). The study described here gives further evidence that link-forming terms are highly related to query topics and capable of retrieving other relevant documents, as demonstrated by their good performance in QE experiments. This provides indirect support to the hypothesis put forward in that link-terms are good indicators of whether query terms occur in related or unrelated contexts, and consequently whether the document is likely to be relevant or not.
To evaluate further the usefulness of link-and snippet-terms in QE, it is necessary to compare them to other types of document representations (e.g., sentences or summaries). It will also be useful to compare their effectiveness against other QE term selection methods. 
